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SYNOPSIS

Filmed in Detroit, MI, Black Health IS embodies the true essence of a progressive culture
around a topic that has been ignored since the earliest presence of black people in America.
This film is a demonstration of how to properly explore and educate yourself around subjects
that may be taboo within our society or just flat out difficult to unravel. It does so by displaying
how to speak with friends, family members, and licensed professionals all while learning
individual  people’s stories around the subjects of mental and sexual health in the African
American community. Black Health IS gives hope to the community by showing us how to be a
community. Through a methodical story-line, and uses of metaphorical art, this film not only
educates but it entertains and engages the audience so that the positivity of the message can
truly sink in. Thus, this project is ultimately acting as a trailblazer to dismantle societal
ignorances and dysfunctions around subjects that perpetually plague the wellness of our
society. The overarching goal of this film is to give African Americans a voice around wellness
as well as to broaden the perspective of other cultures in times where empathy and societal
progression are the top priority.
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DIRECTOR & PRODUCER

Edward Hill is a graduate from Xavier
University in Cincinnati, OH where he
graduated with a B.A. in Philosophy. His
inspiration to create Black Health IS was
inspired by his senior thesis which focused
on the most appropriate ways in which
healthcare should be provided to patients
based on their cultural background. In
addition to the film, Edward has also
formulated a nonprofit organization by the
name of the Infinite Steps to Health Project
(ISH) to further impact the community and
is now in the process of working towards
his dream career as a medical professional.

DP & EDITOR

Studying film at Wayne State University in
Detroit, MI, Clark Bishop contributed greatly
to the making of the film Black Health IS
from his amazing camera work to his editing
abilities, the knowledge and experience that
he brings to a team is incredible. Clark has
shot various music videos, short episodic
clips, and even a short film with the
production company in which he founded
by the name of GoTakeMedia. This is the
first documentary that he has ever created,
and has plans to make more documentaries
and movies in the years to come.
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AUDIO & PRODUCER

Gabriel Freeman is a Detroit filmmaker
who graduated from Wayne State
University in Detroit, MI. Joining the
GoTakeMedia production team in the last
year, Gabe has been an integral piece to
the business of the company and often
contributes greatly through professional
production maneuvering as well as
working as the 1st AC and audio
technician. Gabe has plans to continue
building the GoTakeMedia production
company for years to come as he also
assists in helping people around the city
of Detroit bring their visions to life; much
like he did for Black Health IS.

MUSIC COMPOSER

Cameron Hughes is a graduate from
Wayne State University. His passion lies in
the art of music as he DJ’s in popular
nightclubs as well as private events
throughout Detroit. Cam works with
various artists in the city, as he is growing
as a prominent producer. Providing a
plethora of his own beats for the film,
Cam took the time out to provide this film
with a soundtrack that would generate the
proper emotions and vibe to accompany
the various messages that are presented
throughout the film.
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CAST

Brittany Watson - Tre’s younger sister
Callie Munn - Sexual health introduction
talent
Clift Roach - Group discussion member
David McCullar - Storyteller
Doll Breezy - Storyteller
Dr. Brandi Pritchett-Johnson -
Psychologist & mental health professional
Dr. Patrice Harold - OB/GYN & sexual
health professional
Edward Hill, II - Director & group discussion
member
Ed Hill Sr. - Tre’s uncle
Harold Love - Licensed counselor & mental
health professional

Jessica Haynes - Yoga instructor
Jessica Ross - Sex therapist & sexual
health professional
Johnathan Williams - Mental health
introduction talent
Latressa Hill - Storyteller
Lee Colin - Tre’s uncle
Morgan Bates - Group discussion member
Pariis Noel - Press conference interviewee
Sydney Tucker - Group discussion member
Taylor Zachery - Group discussion member
Travis Watson - Tre’s older brother
Tre’shaun Watson - Storyteller
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

African American health is a topic that society knows is an issue but it is not a topic that is often taught,
spoken about or even thought about. While medicine strives to improve the quality of care that is
provided to black and brown communities, it is vital to first build a true connection with these
communities. Black Health IS captures the humanistic aspect of African American health and wellness.
My approach to the film is vital because it allows people to connect with the topic rather than feel the
need to quantify the matter and hypothesize around the issues. A general truth that I have learned from
working in various clinical settings is that black Americans are often seen as the patients that medical
staff and professionals dread to treat because of their “stubborness” or unwillingness to work with the
professionals. However, this is merely an indication of the gap between black culture and the American
medical system which cries out for a proper unification. With that reality, Black Health IS is a film that
allows the black voice to speak its truth and for everyone else to listen and learn so that true progression
can begin. My greatest hope from making this film is that people will gain a new perspective around
African American health and for people, regardless of race, to gain more knowledge around health issues
that they may be facing.
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AWARDS & RECOGNITION
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WE MUST ENHANCE OUR
PERSPECTIVE IN ORDER TO

ENHANCE SOCIETY.
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VIDEO LINKS

Black Health IS Promotional Clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_PBlokowXKc&t=2s

Black Health IS Promotional Clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=djx9zs4o-6c&t=2s

Black Health IS Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T0wjV0Dv4Hc

CONTACT INFORMATION:

Email: blackhealthis.film@gmail.com
Phone number: 313-848-3110
Website: www.blackhealthis.com
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